The statistical principle of maximum entropy is applied to the analysis of dipolar couplings from 'H NMR of nonrigid molecules dissolved in liquid-crystalline phases. A distribution function for the orientational and inter-ring angles is so obtained. The most probable internal angle q7 is determined for 4,4'-dichlorobiphenyl (q? = 340) in the nematic phase of 152, 4-pentyl-4'-cyanobiphenyl (q? = 32°) and 4'-Br-4-Cl-2,6-difluorobiphenyl (q = 42°) in EBBA. The physical reliability of the distributions determined is discussed. The maximum-entropy treatment seems to indicate a limit for the information on the internal motion obtainable from the experimental data.
INTRODUCTION
Nuclear magnetic resonance studies of molecules partially oriented in mesophases of liquid-crystalline materials have provided a considerable amount of information concerning their structure. The vast majority of compounds so far investigated, however, are rigid in the sense that they do not undergo intramolecular motion except for thermal vibration. Even in the case of "rigid" molecules, however, the spectroscopic data are complicated by both the anisotropic interactions with the solvent molecules and the vibrational motions, and only a few molecules have been the subject of fairly rigorous analyses of these effects. 3 The presence of large intramolecular motions occurring in nonrigid molecules introduces further complications into the problem of the interpretation of the NMR data in terms of structural and orientational parameters, 4 
'
5 since the NMR observables (dipolar, quadrupolar couplings) are the result of a statistical average over all the relevant motions, internal and reorientational ones, on the long time scale of NMR measurements. 6 ' 7 Notwithstanding these difficulties, NMR spectroscopy in liquid crystals (LXNMR) has been used with some success in order to exclude or confirm conformational models. 8 One of the possibilities which has been exploited, in the hypothesis of conformational equilibria, was the derivation from the measured couplings of the products of the conformer populations and order parameters. In favorable cases, since the order parameters have definite physical limits, an acceptable solution for the fitting of the dipolar couplings was possible posing definite limits to the conformer weights. For a long time, a description of the orientational ordering in terms of molecular order parameters was com-monly accepted as adequate in the case of very fast internal motion, while problems were expected for internal motion rates comparable to the reorientational ones. Successively, it was recognized that, irrespective of how fast the internal motion is, it is impossible to unambiguously define average orientational parameters for the whole molecule; 6 ' 7 what was required, therefore, was an alternative description of the orientational ordering of non-rigid molecules. The continuous efforts devoted to the solution of this problem are widely justified at present since, with the help of new NMR techniques, 9 ' 10 more and better defined spectral data become available even for the generally flexible molecules of the mesophase itself. In most recent approaches, however, a nonrigid molecule is again considered as a collection of conformers, each treated as a rigid molecule with its own order matrix. "" 2 In order to assign an ordering matrix to different conformations or to calculate the molecular order by averaging over the conformers theories and models concerning solute-solvent interactions are needed. The conformationally dependent order parameters are, in fact, determined by the nature of the potential of mean torque and by its dependence on molecular geometry.' 3 From a different point of view, a nonrigid molecule is seen as a collection of rigid fragments, with a continuous distribution of interfragment angles. The orientation of a first fragment is referred to the laboratory frame and the orientation of the others is given with respect to the previous ones, using suitably defined internal order parameters. 5 In a preliminary communication," the analysis of the dipolar couplings of 3-phenylthiophene in two liquid crystals was attempted following this approach. The direct determination of all the relevant order parameters was impossible due to the small number of available experimental data (this limitation seems to be quite general), but a distribution of the inter-ring angle could be obtained by using the maximum-entropy principle. ' 5 6 In the present paper we focus our attention on the application of such a statistical principle to the analysis of dipolar couplings; the method is in fact promising, since it produces an unbiased distribution of the orientational and interring angles. However, the identification of such a distribution with a physically meaningful one is not straightforward and requires various previous considerations. The maximum-entropy treatment is employed in the study of the conformational and orientational problem for various biphenyl-like molecules in nematic phases. In fact, this is a widely faced problem and one of the most complicated with which 'H-LXNMR can deal." 8 4,4'-dichlorobiphenyl (DCB) in 152 at various temperatures is analyzed; literature data relative to 4-pentyl4'-cyanobiphenyl (PCH),"' a nematogen molecule itself, and to 4'-Br-4-CI-2,6-difluorobiphenyl (DIF) in 4-ethyloxybenzilidine-4'-butylaniline (EBBA)' 8 are reexamined. The structures of these compounds are shown in Fig. 1 . A number of simulated sets of dipolar couplings for biphenyl-like molecules are also analyzed. The variety of cases thus considered allows a detailed discussion of the meaning and reliability of the distribution function, and in particular of its interring angle dependence, obtainable with the maximum-entropy method.
THEORY
We now outline a rather simple procedure for treating experimental data (not necessarily dipolar couplings) by use of the maximum-entropy principle.' 5 ", 6 Let us consider the observable A (X), where X is a set of relevant variables, and suppose that the experimental result of a measure of A is its average value over all these variables: 
with P(X) the normalized probability distribution function for X. The maximum-entropy principle offers a consistent inference of P(X). On its basis, the least biased P(X) that can be obtained from the knowledge of (A (X) ) is one which maximizes the entropy function S = fP(X) ln P(X)dXwith the experimental datum as a constraint in the maximization problem. The result is
where Z = SPME (X)d(X) derives from the normalization condition and A is a Lagrange multiplier that can be determined by fitting the experimental value (A > through Eq.
(1). Similarly, if one deals with a set of N measured values (A k (X) ) corresponding to N observables Ak (X), the least biased distribution function of X that can be inferred is
The parameters Ak can be determined by the simultaneous fitting of N equations of the type of Eq. ( 1 ). Of course, the N observables Ak (X) must be linearly independent functions of the relevant variables, in order to correspond to a set of independent parameters A.
The experimental quantities we deal with in this work are the dipolar couplings measured by 'H NMR in liquidcrystalline phases. We limit our discussion to a molecule with one internal degree of freedom, that is to say two rigid fragments with a rotation in between, more or less hindered but fast on the NMR time scale. The Cartesian components of the dipolar coupling tensor between nuclei i and j, with magnetogyric ratios y7 and yj, respectively, and internuclear vector ri, can be written as ' ) (3AaAb -abbr 2) (4) where a and b indicate the x, y, z coordinates of a Cartesian reference frame, Aa = a, -aj and Ab = bi-bj, and 6ab is the Kronecker function. In a LXNMR experiment only the projection of Tij along the magnetic field Ho is recorded; therefore, if the Z axis of the laboratory frame is taken along the phase director and this aligns with H 0 , the measured quantity is
where the Cartesian or spherical tensor notations are used, respectively.' 9 The angular brackets indicate the average over both orientational and conformational motions. The relations between Cartesian and spherical components of a EXPERIMENT second-rank tensor are given in Table I . Let us call M 1 and 4,4'-dichlorobiphenyl (DCB) was dissolved 5.1% by M2 the two fragments which form the molecule and A an weight in 1-(trans-4-pentylcyclohexyl),2-(2'-fluoro,4'-angle suitably defined to characterize the internal rotation.
ethyl-4,1 '-biphenyl)ethane (152, supplied by BDH ChemiWe fix a molecular axis system (xy,z) on M 1, with the z axis cals, United Kingdom), a solvent which exhibits a large necoincident with the interfragment rotation axis; the orientamatic range (K-N, 293 K; N-I, 381 K). A 5-mm-o.d. tube tion of such an axis system with respect to the laboratory was used and a series of 'H NMR spectra was recorded on a frame can be described by the three Euler angles Bruker CXP300 spectrometer. Since the director aligns parft = (a,/3,y), while the orientation of an M 2-fixed axis sysallel to the magnetic field, the sample could be spun. Sixteen tem, as the orientation of any internuclear vector, can always scans were averaged in quadrature mode using 16 K points be expressed using the set of variables Qi, q' (see Fig. 3 ).
zero filled to 32 K with a spectral width of 31 250 Hz and a Making use of the Wigner matrices, the dipolar tensor comrecycle delay of 2.5 s. Trapezoidal and Gaussian weightings ponenIts in the M 1 molecular frame can be related to those in reyldlaof25sTapzilanGusanwghns nen laboratory fraMe." In m artframicanuberelar, bothered employed on the resulting free-induction decay. Wellthe laboratory frame. 20 In particular, resolved spectra were obtained at 312, 322, and 332 K (the
nematic to isotropic transition temperature was 373 K); at
higher temperatures the lines became too broad to allow extraction of accurate dipolar couplings. In each spectrum For rigid molecules or rigid fragments the Cartesian formalamenable to analysis approximately 350 experimental lines ism is quite easy and widely used to express the measured could be observed with linewidths ranging from I to 4 Hz dipolar coupling:
with increasing temperature. The spectrum obtained at 312 K is shown in Fig. 2 .
(6b) The spectral analysis was carried out employing the ajS computer program LACX. All indirect couplings were fixed
Here the indices a, , run on the axes of a molecular frame to their isotropic values, 2 ' while the chemical shifts and the and the order parameters S.,, are elements of the Saupe ordipolar couplings were determined by an iterative procedure dering matrix.
2 0 When Eq. (6a) is introduced in Eq. (5b) based on the assignment of the observed lines in each specand the averaging operation is explicitly written, one obtains trum. The results are shown in Table II .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
It must be pointed out that, for a given geometry of M I and M 2, the tensor components [ Tjj ] 2,n are known functions of q? [see Table I , Eq. (4), and Fig. 3 ]. Following the maximum-entropy principle, the least biased probability distribution PME (fl,,q) has the following form [to be compared with Eq. (3)1:
Before presenting the analysis of the experimental couplings for DCB, DIF, and PCB, we shall try to understand which features, if any, of the probability distributions PME (fl,q2) and PME (q) must be looked at as direct consequences of the maximum-entropy principle rather than as true physical effects. We remember that, with this treatment, the sensitivity of our experimental data to the probability distribution is tested without introducing any assumption on (8) with Z = fPME (f1,q.)df2 dip. The Lagrange multipliers AU, in Eq. (8) can be determined by a fitting procedure through Eq. (7) The probability distribution so obtained can be used to average other quantities on fl and qA; for example, the order parameters for M 1 and M 2 can be computed, as well as the internal and mixed order parameters defined in Refs. 5 and 14. Finally, we remember that one of the aims of the structural investigation of nonrigid molecules is to produce a probability distribution for the internal angle q'. An estimation of such distribution (the least biased one) can be directly obtained from PME (Qlum) PME (99) = (IZ) {PIE(fl,4)dn. (9) In the following sections of this work we will be mainly concerned with the study of this last distribution in various particular cases. the shape of the orientational and conf A limiting case can illustrate this poir posal a set of all vanishing dipolar c instance to a molecule in the isotropic tain quite flat PME (flqa) and PME (W) this does not mean that the "true" dist. rather, that we have no elements for a c them. Thus, examining the results rely must keep in mind that the maxim yields only the least biased solution cc perimental data for the problem consist 0.
-1.
-2.
-6. ing from a to 9.
formational potential. A further point is put in evidence by the limiting case of nt. Having at our disonly one observable property available. Here the maximumouplings, relative for entropy-probability distribution function cannot but reflect phase, we should obthe functional behavior of the measured quantities as exfunctions. Of course, pressed by Eq. ( 2). This suggests that a minimum number of :ributions are flat, but, independent data, to be defined for each particular problem, different estimation of is required in order to build up a function of X [see Eq. (3) ] ative to real cases, we with quite different features for different sets of A paramnum-entropy method eters. Only in this case can the fitting procedure produce a onsistent with the exmaximum-entropy distribution able to resemble the true disdered.
tribution, whatever it is. Let us now center our attention on dipolar couplings as functions of fl and A. The possibility of detection of any meaningful probability distribution P(qp) relies on the sensitivity of interfragment Tij experimental couplings to the variation of sp. In Fig. 3 Tij (qp) is plotted as a function of qs for coupling T, 5 (the most sensitive 22 ) of a DCB-like molecule at different orientations of the rigid fragment. In Fig. 4 the first derivatives of the trends of Fig. 3 are reported. For each curve, S,, is fixed; S,,-S, is presumed to follow a linear variation between 0.02 for q? = O° and 0.0 for q = 90; Sxy (q2) is computed as a consequence ofS,,, S, -S,, and \ for each conformation. As a first observation, it is evident that the sensitivity of the coupling on q? is reduced at low orientations. Therefore, we expect that at low orientations PME (qP) tends to flatten. Moreover, it appears that in any case the maximum sensitivity is obtained around A = 30°1 20 ISO 180 and that, in the range 50°-130°, the coupling is almost independent of qA. A flattening of PME (qP) in this range could be expected; besides, this effect might be smoothed or altered, upon the dihedral angle t ' since, within the maximum-entropy formalism, the orienta- For the construction of the maximum-entropy distribution, we proceeded as follows. It is easily proved that only two of the couplings relative to nuclei on the same rigid fragment are linearly independent functions of A, y; therefore, we have associated two 2 parameters to T 12 and T 23 , respectively. In principle, the three interfragment couplings are
_____ --------------------------
linearly independent functions of f, r, and qA; however, we could use only two of them, T 15 and Tt6, for building up the maximum-entropy-distribution function, since the dependence of T26 (&fyq?) on q is so weak, and it assumes such low values over the whole range of the variables, that a possible ,26 could not but result very badly defined and highly correlated to the other A parameters. probability distribution which we expect to obtain, as it relates to the molecular symmetry. The existence of a C 2 axis irst derivatives of the curves of the Fig. 3 . along z for every value of q implies T XPt = T4P' and therefore 2A2 must be equal to 234; in the same way T -xpt Texpt now analyze the application of the maximum-enand A25 = A48, and so on. Similarly, the existence of C 2 axes
[ethod to the case of DCB. As shown in Table II , we perpendicular to the first one implies T eXPt = TtPt and *ee interring experimental dipolar couplings and four 2 12 = 256, and so on. Moreover, the fact that, for instance, gs relative to nuclei on the same rigid fragment (M I T`pt is coincident with T'X"Pt implies rapid rotation around z Z are indistinguishable in this case), and therefore of one rigid fragment with respect to the other, with P(q) dent of q?. The whole set of spectral parameters is obviously symmetric around q? = 90°; as a further conseto the one reported in the literature for the same quence,A, 5 = ,,8. As a result, the parameter A,2 is associat-[e in the nematic phase of 4-methylonybenzilidine-4'-ed with T, 2 + T34 + T 7 8 + T56; A,5 is associated with iline (MBBA) ,22 and the structural study of the rig-T 15 + T 18 + T48 + T45 and so on. yl ring gives, within the experimental error limits,
The maximum-entropy distribution so built-up was ingeometrical results. Our findings are reported in Tatroduced in Eq. (7) and the values of the parameters 212, together with the local order parameters obtained.
223, A25, and 2, 6 were varied in order to obtain the best metro for the H nuclei was assumed; moreover, we fitting of the experimental data of Table II proved by correcting the experimental dipolar couplings at least for the effect of the harmonic vibration; 4 such a correction is certainly of great importance when low-frequency vibrations are implied, as is the case of the torsion around the interring bond. This procedure has the further merit of determining structural parameters directly comparable with those yielded by other techniques, but requires the knowledge of the complete set of vibrational frequencies and normal coordinates for the molecule under investigation. In the case of DCB, no attempt of vibrational correction was performed. Alternatively, a model for the internal rotation potential was tested in Ref. 22 and the angle of minimum energy (maximum probability) was determined to be in the range 37o45'. From electron-diffraction measurements the dihedral angle was found as 41.6° for biphenyl 23 and 44 (5)°f or 4,4'-difluorobiphenyl . 4 Figure 5 clearly shows that, by increasing the temperature, the distribution function PME (q?) becomes broader. This is the effect that we expect to find since the true P(q?) should become flatter when conformations of higher energy are more populated. Moreover, as already discussed, the decrease in the global ordering of the phase caused by increasing temperature corresponds to a lowering of the sensitivity of the dipolar couplings to the angle q?. In order to evaluate the weight of the latter effect, we have prepared various sets of simulated dipolar couplings relative to a DCB-like molecule, each set corresponding to a rigid single conformation with ? = 34° and a different degree of orientational order, defined by the order parameters S,, and S,,-S,, of the rigid fragment and by S,, consequently computed. The PME (qp) functions obtained by the analysis of the simulated data are reported in Fig. 6 . By comparison of Figs. 5 and 6 it is evident that the curves relative to real cases have less sharp maxima than the simulated one for Sz_ = 0.6. Therefore, the distributions of Fig. 5 really seem to express the fact that the molecule is not a monorotamer; however, the broadening observed with increasing temperature seems mostly due to the simultaneous decrease of the orientational order. Similarly, it is likely that the great difference between the PME (qP) distributions reported in Ref. 14 for 3-phenyl-thiophene in two nematic solvents has to be mainly ascribed to the different molecular orientation.
What is seen here is reinforced by the analysis of the dipolar couplings relative to the PCB molecule, which itself forms a nematic phase. Such couplings, taken from the literature, are consistent with a one-conformation model and a dihedral angle q' = 30 ± 2° between the planes of the rings, while the analysis of the same set of data by the method of Ref. 11 gives a minimum-energy angle of 38.40.25 In principle, the two rings are distinguishable in the PCB molecule since they are substituted differently, but the spectral data (see Table II ) express their effective e( limits of an experimental error that is the other cases considered here. There of couplings is similar to that of DCB, the maximum-entropy-distribution fui set of A parameters. The geometrical rameters produced by the analysis of t relative to the ring are shown in Table : maximum-entropy treatment this gec gether with a z 5 -z, distance of 1.808 A angles of 120° and r(C-C r(C-C)aromatic = 1.40 A, r(C-H) = I obtained from the fitting of the experience in Table IV , while PME (q?) is plotted in which presents symmetric maxima q2 = 1800 + 320, is roughly similar to ported in Fig. 5 for DCB and to the one phenyl-thiophene," 4 but some differ Namely, the PME (99) distribution of P( comparison is significant since the or gree of the PCB ring is only slightly 1 DCB ring at 332 K and higher than tha 3-phenyl-thiophene. ' 4 Therefore, we P( 9 9 ) function to be flatter in the case o a conclusion has to be cautiously con relatively low quality of the fitting obta turn due to the poor determination of the experimental couplings and to the roughness of the model which attributes D 2 symmetry to the molecular fragment examined. In fact, we have found as a general rule that a worse reproduction of the experimental data results in a flatter PME (qp) distribution. The cases of DCB and PCB are altogether very favorable ones, since their molecular degree of order is very high and the maximum of PME (9V) [presumably that of the true P(q') ] is in a region where the interring couplings are very Table III are obtained for the two rigid fragments. The ring degree of order is lower quivalence within the than that of DCB or PCB, even if it is still rather high for a much higher than in solute in the nematic phase. Moreover, the data analyzed fore, the available set with the monorotameric model are consistent with a diheand we have built up dral angle of 47.80 between the ring planes, and a theoretical nction using the same ab initio computation on the molecule in a solvent with physand orientational paical constants similar to those of EBBA finds an analogous the dipolar couplings distribution with maxima at q = 480 and 1320.26 Therefore, [II. In the subsequent the maximum of PME (q') is expected to be localized in a ometry was used toregion where the dependence of the interring couplings on i L consistent with bond is rather weak. As in the case of DCB, by fitting the experi- tropy treatment weassumedz 6 -z 2 = 6.77 A, as in the case of ' CB is quite broad; the DCB, corresponding to r( C-C) interring = 1.49 A. The maxirientational order demum-entropy-distribution function was built-up taking into lower than that of the account the molecular symmetry (C 2 symmetry), reduced .t of the phenyl ring in with respect to the case of DCB (D2 symmetry). One indecould infer the true pendent A parameter could, in this case, be associated with f PCB; however, such one of the couplings between nuclei of M 2 (we choose T7, ). sidered, owing to the The best-fit A values and the plot of PME (q') are shown in lined here, which is in Table IV and Fig. 8 , respectively. The PME (q') function presents significant maxima for f = + 420 and qp = 1800 ± 420 and is characterized by a markedly asymmetric shape around these maxima. We consider such a shape as a consequence of the maximum-entropy statistical model (which yields the least-biased distribution) combined with the weak dependence of the Tij (9') couplings on p in the range 50°-130° and with a rather low degree of orientational order.
CONCLUSIONS

____I
The results of the maximum-entropy treatment appear quite interesting, in spite of the various obstacles found in ity of the observed property and of the actual experimental data to the variables of interest. Therefore, it can be useful to test the possibility of discriminating among different potential models just on the basis of the dipolar couplings measured by NMR in liquid-crystal solvents.
In the cases we have studied the technique gives quite reliable structural information, without the need to employ unrealistic values for the interring distance, as often happens with the monorotameric approach. The q? angles corresponding to the maxima of the P.E (q?) distributions obtained for the various biphenyls studied are comparable with the results derived by other models or techniques and by theoretical computations.
In this paper we have tried to analyze mainly the meaning of the maximum-entropy-distribution function PME (q?). Further work can be planned in order to also examine the information about the orientational distribution contained in the complete distribution PME (fl,q?). Moreover, the problem of the high correlation between the A parameters met during this work should be eliminated in order to allow a systematic application of the maximum-entropy method. Work on this point is presently in progress. 27 
